Michael e. Stern – Media Provider – Progress Stills – Time-Lapse – Live-Action Video
377 Douglas Street ! Pasadena, CA 91104 ! 818-422-0696 ! michael@buildabetterphotograph.com

My Why
As a kid playing construction in the back yard with friends, trucks and dirt mattered. We built buildings,
made up stories and got lost in the fantasy. Loved it. In 1968 I watched my first time-lapse film called
"Sleeping Beauty's Castle Built In A Year And A Day". It was on 16mm color film and 366 frames long.
By then I was well into photography and could appreciate what I was seeing: every day a photographer
with camera climbed a ladder, made one exposure and climbed down. Repeated this process 365 days,
lining up the camera each time to match the previous position perfectly. It was magical. I was hooked.
Had the details completely wrong but I was hooked. Ever since, photography has been a life journey for
me and one that I cherish deeply.

My Work
My work reflects the men and women who build America. When I'm in their world, it’s my mission to
reveal the beauty and drama they engage in daily with a distinctive blend of specialized stills, video and
time-lapse, transforming mundane construction processes into immersive and captivating stories.
I think like an artist, shoot like a director and edit like a storyteller. I show up often, arrive early and stay
late to capture the intricate dance that is the building process. To witness building history, to be able to
document it for the world, in an artistic and enduring way, is my good fortune.
The next time you’re looking to acquire GR8 construction visuals, hire the kid who loves trucks and dirt!
Project Photography

Time-Lapse & Live Action

quick look: CIDH

Worker Portraits: Informal Candid
Weber Metals 60K Shop password: WM60KS

Deliverables can be used for:
1) Insurance requirements
2) Contract enforcement
3) Business development
4) Community outreach
5) Historical archive
6) Structural engineering
7) Public relations
8) Editorial

Safety is a priority
Insured
OSHA certified

Testimonials

My reputation is for timely work delivered to the highest visual standards
for composition, color and detail, combining exceptional technical knowledge,
superb talent and first-rate customer service.
SBE: 2013818 CAGE: 89VV3 DUNS: 065972455
NAICS: 541921 – 541922 – 512110

